MONDAY, 09 JULY 2018

11:45 Registration - Lunch

12:45 Welcome Address - Introductory Remarks
Valérie Rosoux (UCL - FNRS)

13:00 Guest Speaker: Yechiel Klar (School for Psychological Sciences, Tel Aviv University):
On Rapprochement and Hoped-for Future Reconciliation: Some Personal Reflection from Israel/Palestine

13:45 Panel I: Religion and History
Chair: Berber Bervernage (Ghent University)
Speakers:
Sandra Rios (Leiden University): Colombia
Stipe Odak (UCL-KUL): Bosnia
Emmanuelle Hébert (UCL): Poland-Russia
Discussants: Jonathan Joseph (University of Sheffield), Estela Valverde (Sydney University)

15:15 Coffee break

15:45 Panel II: Body and Memory
Chair: Hayley Walker (UCL-KUL)
Speakers:
Elise Feron (University of Tampere): Wartime sexual Violence and Reconciliation
Dorothée Delacroix (UCL): Peru: mass graves exhumations
Johanna Mannergren (Swedish Institute of IR): Breaking/Making the Silence
Discussant: Carla Sandoval (RCN Justice et Démocratie), Jean-Michel Chaumont (UCL)

16:45 Coffee break

17:00 Panel III: Art
Chair: Michael Humphrey, Sydney University
Speakers:
Kemal Pervanic (Most Mira): The Arts of Reconciliation
Emilie Asusse (UCL): Music in Bosnia
Simon Desplanque (UCL): Documentary Series
Discussants: Lucile Bertrand (Visual artist), Melissa Gregg, (Simon Fraser University)

20:00 Dinner (on invitation)

TUESDAY, 10 JULY 2018

09:00 Panel I: Justice
Chair: Olivier Klein (ULB)
Speakers:
Michel Erpelding (MPI Luxembourg): Reconciliation through International Adjudication?
Delphine Griveaud (UCL): Ivory Coast
Sidney Leclercq (ULB-UCL): Transitional Justice in Burundi
Discussant: Martyna Falkowska-Clarys (MPI Luxembourg)

10:15 Coffee Break

10:45 Panel II: Justice
Chair: Stephan Parmentier (KUL)
Speakers:
Parvathi Menon (MPI Luxembourg): Historicising the Failures of Post-Colonial Reconciliation
Giuseppe Carduso (Senior community worker): Grenfell Tower: social reconciliation
Lauren Van Metre (George Mason University): Russia
Lili Cole (USIP): Measuring Reconciliation
Discussant: Lily Martinet (MPI Luxembourg), Sulagna Maitra, (University College Dublin)

12:45 Conclusions
Valérie Rosoux & Olivier Klein

13:15 Lunch + Visit of the Museum L
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